OAES IB PYP Program of Inquiry 2020-21
ALL GRADES with CENTRAL IDEAS

PACING KEY:
Transdisc. Unit

Fall #1

Fall #2

Winter #3

Winter #4

Spring #5

Spring #6

WHO WE ARE

WHERE WE ARE IN
PLACE AND TIME

HOW WE EXPRESS
OURSELVES

HOW THE WORLD
WORKS

HOW WE ORGANIZE
OURSELVES

SHARING THE
PLANET

GRADE

Kindergarten

Learning about each other helps
us understand and connect to
others in the world.

People come from and travel to
different places in different ways
and for different reasons.

People express stories in different [Learning included in Sharing the
ways.
Planet]

People work together in a
community.

People make choices that can
change their environment.

Grade 1

Individual choices and actions
contribute to the well-being of a
group.

Humans can adapt to the
environmental and social
conditions around them.

Rhythm and patterns help living
things communicate and express
themselves.

Living things use their bodies in
different ways to get what they
need from their environment

Transportation systems affect the
ways people live.

Individuals and groups can take
action to share resources.

Individuals make a difference in
the lives of others.

Earth’s changes over time causes Stories can have meanings that
living things to adjust the ways
transcend place and time.
they live.

Humans learn about matter by
interacting with it.

People use organizational
systems to create order.

Interdependence contributes to the
state of an environment.

Understanding ourselves helps
us make responsible choices.

Interaction among environment,
cultures and peoples change
communities over time.

Weather and climate impact
human culture.

People investigate patterns of
Our rights as citizens are
force to predict and manipulate the impacted by responsibility at a
world around us.
local level, a national level and a
global level.

Understanding and supporting
different identities can help build
equity in communities.

Revolutions and revolutionaries
can change the direction of
societies.

Humans can communicate and
express themselves using
information technologies.

Energy that powers our world
transfers in various ways and
between objects.

Social values and economic
Internal and external body
choices interact with one another. structures allow organisms to
survive in their natural habitat.

Exploring our values helps us
discover who we are.

Living things migrate in response We deepen our understanding of
to challenges, risks, and
cultures through exploration and
opportunities.
creation.

Understanding the properties of
matter can help solve problems..

Rules and expectations can
reflect the values of a society.

Grade 2

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Environmental changes can affect
access to resources.

Human activities can affect
sustainability.

